
MALAYSIA

Terms & Conditions

01.07.2021 ~ 29.07.2021

i. Promotion period is valid from 01.07.2021 till 29.07.2021.
ii. The qualifying requirement in this promotion is based on Malaysia sales volume.
iii. Top-up on product exchange will not be taken into consideration for sales volume accumulation in this promotion.
iv. Amendments on orders or combined orders are not allowed after payment is made.
v. Sales volume accumulated in a single receipt can only redeem 1 free gift of the above promotion and is not valid in 
 conjunction with other ongoing promotions, payment with product vouchers are also not applicable, unless stated otherwise.
vi. Purchases that are paid with Cash Vouchers will not be entitled for free gifts. Kindly refer to the Term of Use of 
 Cash Voucher announced in June 2021 for more information.

vii. The total amount and sales volume of exchanged products shall be equivalent or more than the returned products. 
viii. Products exchange is not allowed for specified purchase items and free gift items; free gifts strictly while stock last. Nefful 
 Malaysia reserves the rights to change or substitute the items of similar value if the original product runs out of stock.
ix. In the event of termination of distributorship, all gifts received must be returned.
x. Nefful (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (200601007191)(AJL931652) reserves the rights to change the terms and conditions without prior notice.
# 0% interest installment plan is valid for walk-in purchases and email orders only; applicable to CIMB / HSBC / OCBC / PBB credit  
 card cardholders with an accumulated total sales volume of 18,100. Processing fee for 12 months installment plan will be absorbed 
 by Nefful Malaysia.

NI  Wellness
REJUVENATION

Accumulate a total sales 
volume of 18,100 in a 
single receipt to receive 
the following gifts

Perk 1a

RM2,275Total gifts
worth

BI020W
NEORON® Bed Sheet
- Serenity Blue, Single

LS005
Room Socks
- Wine Red, 22 - 24cmBI020W

Perk 1b

RM795Total gifts
worth

RM1,200Total gifts
worth

Accumulate a total sales volume of 
11,400 in a single receipt to receive the 
following gifts

Perk 2
Accumulate a total sales volume of 
4,200 in a single receipt to receive 
the following gifts

Perk 3

 Accumulate a total sales volume of 
1,500 in a single receipt to receive the following gift
Perk 5

NS005
Bio Clean Travel Kit
- 125ml x 5 (625ml)

Accumulate a total sales volume of 18,100 in a single receipt to receive the following gifts

RM300Total gifts
worth

LS002 
Lady’s Rib Socks
- Wine Red, 22 - 24cm

NS02 
Bio Clean Detergent
- 500ml

 Accumulate a total sales volume of 
2,970 in a single receipt to receive the following gifts
Perk 4

NS02

LS005

AS011 
Plain Neck 
Warmer
- Black, 30 x 19cm

UW155 
Men’s Sleeveless
Undershirt
- Black, M or L

UW622 
Lady’s Sleeveless 
Undershirt
- Red, M or L

AS003 
Stole
- Gray, 180 x 38cm

AS011 UW155

LS002

0%12 Months
Installment Plan#

►  Exclusive for CIMB / HSBC / OCBC / PBB credit card 
     cardholders only

►  Valid for walk-in purchases and email orders only

AS034
Chiffon Shawl
- Pink, 170 x 79cm

UW622

RM454Total gifts
worth

AS010
Ruffled Neck Warmer
- Black, 35 x 19cm

RM160Gift
worth

SARAWAK OFFICE
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T +03 2031 1177
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Jalan Datuk Tawi Sli, 93250, Sarawak.

T +6082 545588
E kuc_customer@nefful.com.my

PENANG OFFICE
A G-13-1, G-13-2, Lorong Bayan Indah 1,

Bay Avenue, 11900, Penang.
T +604 6384-188
E pen_customer@nefful.com.my

NS0011 
Bio Clean Travel Kit
- 125ml (1 bottle)


